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. The FAST program consisted of a demonstrator design, a rapid engine remove and replace demo, a low manpower operations control center, adaptive guidance and control, and lightweight composite structures has nearly completed. The lessons learned were incorporated into what is called the Reference Flight System (RFS) G concept. The RBS Pathfinder program was intended to demonstration in flight the rocketback return to base trajectory 3 . Although the RBS Pathfinder program was canceled after Phase I, the National Research Council in their report about the Reusable Booster System concept 4 endorsed investing in technologies to develop a responsive access to space capability. Current efforts at AFRL/RQ are focused on how affordable and responsive launch TPSAs and concepts can enable the practicality of smaller payloads than those typically launched by the Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV) Atlas and Delta vehicles.
Although AFRL/RQ currently doesn't have any funded efforts to develop and demonstrate in flight responsive launch technologies, existing and new partnerships with industry are being formed to leverage private investment in these technology areas. One of these partnerships involves a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with XCOR Aerospace. This CRADA began in 2008 to focus on development of the Lynx sub-orbital rocket plane 5, 6 , shown in Figure 1 , and has focused on the aerodynamic characteristics of the Lynx. Since the Lynx is being designed to fly through similar environments and the Lynx has similar outer mold line similarities as the RFS concepts from FAST, the efforts under the CRADA will help reduce risk associated with larger launch concepts 7 . Since the Lynx is being designed for multiple flights per day 6 , stakeholders can also be shown the practicality and potential utility of responsive rocket powered vehicles. The focus of this paper is to present some of the results from looking at the dynamic flight modes of the Lynx. Since the Lynx is a manned piloted vehicle, this analysis will help designers understand the flying qualities of the vehicle and help with sizing of the vehicle's Reaction Control System (RCS). This analysis approach presented here, which is based on fundamental dynamic mode principles, can easily be applied to other high speed vehicle concepts. Even though most vehicle concepts for responsive launch are unmanned, where traditional flight qualities analysis techniques don't necessarily apply, this approach can help set requirements for design of flight actuation and autonomous control systems.
II. Technical Approach

A. Aerodynamic Analysis
The aerodynamic coefficients that will be used in the dynamic mode analysis were generated using two industry standard tools. For the static aerodynamic analysis, the Euler computational fluid dynamics (CFD) CART3D code developed by NASA Ames Research Center was used 8 . This CFD code utilizes a structured surface grid on top of a "water-tight" Computer Assisted Drawing (CAD) generated outer mold line. The surface grid was very refined and incorporated with a structured volume grid with about 3.8 million cells. Since CART3D is based on the Euler forms of the Navier-Stokes equations 9 , there is no viscosity in the solver thus removing the need for a finely resolved boundary grid to capture the boundary layer. The major shortcomings of this approach include the lack of skin friction drag and the proper placement of shocks on lifting surfaces at transonic speeds. The code will however capture wing tip vortices, base drag, and all surface formed shock waves. Nevertheless, CART3D can be used a mid-fidelity preliminary design tool to make sure a vehicle concepts outer mold has a reasonable amount of confidence in meeting mission requirements. All aerodynamic static derivatives were obtain from these results. The lateral derivatives of Cn  and Cl  were based on the linear difference of CART3D analysis between 0º and 5º of slideslip.
For the dynamic aerodynamic analysis, the AFRL and U.S. Army ARMDEC 2008 version of Missile Datcom was used 10 . This tool utilizes a simplified input of vehicle geometry to estimate it aerodynamic properties. A graphic representation of how the Lynx was modeled in Missile Datcom is shown in Figure 2 . The fuselage is modeled as simple cylinder with and drooped ogive shaped nose. The wings are modeled as three separate fin sets: the horizontal wing, the dorsal side vertical tail, and the ventral side vertical tail. Missile Datcom makes use of a large empirical database and some physics based methods to allow for very fast lower-fidelity aerodynamic analysis. This tool was used to calculate dynamic aerodynamic coefficients since the only other state of the art tool to estimate these coefficients with some degree of confidence at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flight conditions is time dependent CFD which can take days just to get one flight conditions. MDC can analyze the entire flight envelope of the Lynx in less than a minute. Due to limited resources available at AFRL for this effort, the lower-fidelity method was used. The static aerodynamics from CART3D and MDC were compared upfront to help understand any differences between the tools. Since CART3D is considered a higher fidelity analysis tool, those static coefficients were assumed to be "truth" for the sake of this effort. Figure 3 through Figure 6 compare the results from these two tools. At each flight condition, MDC consistently showed a reduced lift coefficient and large differences in pitching, yawing, and rolling moment coefficient. After discussion with William Blake of AFRL/RQQD (who has been involved with MDC's development for many years), it was determined that the largest source of error between the two aerodynamic analysis tools was that MDC doesn't account for the geometric connection between the horizontal wing and the vertical tails on the wing tips. MDC assumes that each wing/fin is independent of all other wings/fins. MDC also assumes that the lift of the horizontal wing goes to zero at the tip with an elliptical lift distribution, the typical properties of a 3D wing. The vertical tail allows the wing to retain some of its lift and the wing tip since it acts like a plate allowing for more "2D Wing" properties. Since the wing is swept, this lift discrepancy will cause the center of pressure to be different resulting in aerodynamic moment differences.
To obtain a higher confident result for the dynamic derivatives, MDC was rerun using adjusted moment reference points to match the moment values from CART3D (dynamic mode analysis was only conducted at those flight conditions analyzed in CART3D). The center of pressure was moved in the axial direction to match the static pitching moment to obtain the longitudinal dynamic derivatives. The center of pressure was then moved in the axial direction to match the static yawing moment and in the vertical direction to match the static rolling moment to obtain the lateral dynamic derivatives. MDC takes the static moments and does perturbations around those values to get the dynamic derivatives so the static moment value needs to be as accurate as possible. For the dynamic mode analysis, only the dynamic derivatives were used from these MDC adjusted analyses.
For the dynamic mode calculations in MDC, only the Cl p (roll moment with roll rate) derivative requires the lift coefficient. With the adjusted analysis in MDC, using a lower coefficient will provide a more conservative value of Cl p , i.e. a larger value. 
B. Dynamic Mode Analysis
There are traditionally 5 rigid body dynamic modes for an aircraft in flight which are derived from the aircraft equations of motion in state-space form. The two longitudinal modes are phugoid and short period mode. The phugoid mode is an oscillatory energy tradeoff between altitude and velocity. This mode occurs over longer periods and can easily be damped by a pilot or simple autonomous control system. The phugoid mode was not analyzed in this effort. The short period mode is an oscillatory difference in variation between the vehicle's angle of attack and pitch angle 11 . This mode occurs over short periods with airspeed and altitude nearly constant. Using that assumption, the eigenvalues () can be calculated from equation 1 to analyze the short period mode 12 . The force and moment terms in that equation are calculated from equations 2 through 8. According to typical aircraft mode analysis, the short period is oscillatory meaning that the eigenvalues for short period will be a complex pair. Those values not defined below are listed in the nomenclature section of this paper. These equations show that the short period mode is a function of dynamic pressure, velocity, the vehicle's longitudinal aerodynamics, the dimensions used to make the coefficients (reference area and length), and the vehicle's moment of intertia in the x-z directions. 
The lateral modes are spiral, roll, and dutch roll. Spiral mode is non-oscillatory and is a "…yawing motion with some roll" 11 . The spiral mode can be unstable in aircraft but usually is slow enough that it can typically be compensated by the pilot or control system and is depicted in Figure 7 . The roll mode is another non-oscillatory mode that involves a "…pure rolling motion around the vehicle's x-stability axis". The dutch roll mode is oscillatory with " … a rolling and yawing motion with some sideslipping" and is depicted in Figure 8 . Aircraft control text books, including those referenced in this paper, present simplifications of each of these three modes. However, since the Lynx is not a traditional aircraft flying at a wide range of flight conditions and higher angles of attack, these approximations were not used to analyze those modes. The state space "A" matrix for the Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 8 lateral equations of motion was used to calculate the eigenvalues for each mode. This matrix along with the equations that make up its components are in equations 9 through 17. A typical set of eigenvalues from this matrix plotted on a real-imaginary axis is shown in Figure 9 . These two pictures show all eigenvalues to have negative real parts, indicating stability, but they can fall on the positive real side. These equations show that the lateral modes area a function of vehicle pitch angle, dynamic pressure, velocity, the vehicle's lateral aerodynamics, the dimensions used to make the coefficients (reference area and length), vehicle's mass, and the vehicle's moment of inertia in the x-y and y-z directions. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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C. Presentation of Stability of Dynamic Modes
This paper uses a unique approach of presenting the amount of stability or instability of the four dynamic modes. The time to half (for a stable mode) or time to double (for an unstable mode) are presented for each mode in charts laid out like Figure 10 . Points above the x-axis show the mode to be unstable while points below are stable. The charts will show points for various dynamic pressures at constant Mach numbers. The x-axis will be the angle of attack. The time to half or time to double is calculated using equation 19. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
III. Results
A. Dynamic Derivatives
The following plots show the dynamic derivatives calculated through the method described above. It should be noted that all C M alpha-dot from MDC shows all values the same at across angles of attack. For every Mach number, the sign for each derivative is the same along with the basic shape of each curve. 
B. Dynamic Mode Time to Half / Time to Double Results
The results in this section show the time to half and time to double response times for short period, roll, spiral, and dutch roll dynamic modes. As discussed above, the charts show the response times for different Mach numbers at angles of attack that could be experienced in flight. In each of these charts, times are shown for dynamic pressures of 50, 150, and 250 psf. Figure 15 shows the response times for short period mode at a range of Mach numbers and angles of attack. A commonality for all the results is all flight conditions are stable and that the higher the dynamic pressure at a particular angle of attack, the more stable the mode is. At subsonic speeds, the vehicle stalls above 15º of attack. At Mach 1.5, the vehicle goes unstable in pitch above 25º angle of attack. Since those flight conditions are not going to be experienced by the Lynx, they aren't presented here. At the supersonic Mach numbers There is a significant increase in stability going increasing the dynamic pressure from 50psf to 150psf. These results help to show where RCS thrusters may be needed until the dynamic pressure is high enough to damp out this mode. The results shown are for angles of attack relevant for the Lynx's flight.
The basic way to assess the longitudinal flying qualities is to look at the damping ratio 11, 12 . Since the rules of thumb from textbooks are really only valid for typical aircraft, the damping ratios are presented for subsonic speeds. To have Level 1 and Level 2 flying qualities, the damping ratio needs to be above 0.25 and 0.2 depending on type of flight phase. Most of the conditions presented at least meet the Level 2 parameters. At Mach 0.5, the 50 psf damping ratios are a little low but the vehicle won't be flying at that dynamic pressure anyway. These results shouldn't force the reader into any conclusions as they are just rules of thumb and are for aircraft that are significantly different than the Lynx.
The lateral results are shown in Figure 17 through Figure 20 . The same angles of attack for different flight conditions. shown for short period mode, are plotted here. Again the same trend is seen where the higher dynamic pressure increases the mode's stability. The roll and spiral modes are plotted versus angles of attack while the dutch roll mode is plotted versus Mach number. This was determined to be the best way to present the data.
For roll mode, each flight condition is stable with the subsonic points being more stable than supersonic. Stability for this mode increases with angle of attack. Similar to short period mode, the stability increases significantly with dynamic pressure, especially going from 50 psf to 150 psf. To understand the lateral flying 
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 13 qualities of this mode, the basic method in references 11 and 12 is to look at the time constant (which is the reciprocal of the eigenvalue). Figure 18 shows the time constants for the subsonic speeds and they are all less than 1 second which means based on these results that the Lynx should have level 1 flying qualities for roll mode at these conditions. For spiral mode, the times to double or times to half are shown in Figure 19 . Aircraft can often have unstable spiral modes as long as the mode's time to double is slow enough for the pilot to respond. The results based on the analysis discussed in this paper for spiral mode shows that, depending on the Mach number, the spiral mode can be unstable at 5º and 10º angle of attack. Everywhere else it is stable. For the most part, stability increases or remains about the same with angle of attack at the supersonic speeds. Like the other modes, the stability also increases for the most part with dynamic pressure. The lateral flying quality parameters for spiral mode in reference 12 are based on a minimum time to double. Based on this data, it can be inferred that if the mode is stable at a certain flight condition, the vehicle has Level 1 flying qualities. Looking at the subsonic unstable flight conditions, all of the points are greater than 20 seconds time to double indicating Level 1 flying qualities for spiral mode. The supersonic unstable points have very large times to double, in the 100's of seconds. While these textbook flying quality rules of thumb for the Lynx at supersonic speeds likely aren't appropriate, nevertheless, these results indicate there isn't much risk in spiral mode at supersonic speeds.
The dutch roll responsive times are shown in Figure 20 . These response times are plotted versus Mach number for a constant angle of attack. For subsonic speeds and at 0º angle of attack, which is relevant for the gliding and landing portion of the flight, the mode is stable. It is interesting to note, that the stability decreases some when the flow begins to be compressible (i.e. greater that mach 0.3) and begins to be more stable into the transonic flight regime. At supersonic speeds and higher angles of attack, there is a large increase in stability going from 50psf to 150psf. This indicates that at the lower q, RCS thrusters likely be needed to help maintain control. The lower q will happen during re-entry so RCS usage is expected. For both angles of attack presented, the stability decreases slightly with Mach number. To understand the dutch roll mode flying qualities, reference 12 uses minimum damping ratio, natural frequency, and their product (which is the absolute value of real part of the dutch roll eigenvalue complex pair). Using the times to double minimum (based on the minimum product of damping ratio and natural frequency), the results indicate that Lynx has at least level 2 flying qualities subsonically with the higher dynamic pressure being near or meeting the Level 1 parameter. Again, these rules of thumb aren't being applied to the supersonic conditions.
Since the lateral dynamic modes are also a function of the vehicle's pitch angle, comparisons to 15º and 30º pitch angle are shown in Figure 21 . Since the A matrix applies the cosine function to the pitch angle, it doesn't matter if the angle is positive or negative. These comparisons show that there isn't much change in response time based on pitch angle. 
IV. Conclusions
This paper presented a method for conceptual/preliminary dynamic modes analysis of a reusable rocket plane. The vehicle used in this method was XCOR Aerospace's Lynx sub-orbital rocket plane. This analysis was done to see if there are any flight conditions that could cause some flying qualities concerns. The techniques can also be applied to unmanned vehicle to see if there are any flight conditions that would stress the responsiveness of an autonomous flight control system.
The design tool used for dynamic aerodynamic analysis, Missile Datcom, is one the best tools in the industry to do this analysis across many flight conditions. However, due to the unique design of the Lynx, especially with the larger vertical tails, the method of using MDC, had to be "tweaked" to compensate for a lack of some missing physical princples. Of course this can bring into question the results so the analysis presented here should only be considered a starting point towards understanding the flying qualities of the Lynx. Either upgrades to MDC or adding in dynamic analysis into CART3D 15 (not yet available) would be good next steps to build confidence the results.
This effort did produce promising results from not using lateral mode approximations but directly working with the eigenvalues. For the 4 dynamic modes, the Lynx is showing promising flying qualities. The methods used are good for preliminary design but the results need to be taken with the appropriate caution due to their fidelity level and built in assumptions. The method shown can easily applied to various reusable rocket powered vehicles early in the design phase to identify potential controllability concerns. Since the Lynx will be flying at steep pitch angles, the relatively low sensitivity of the lateral modes to that parameter helps reduce controllability risk. Future efforts of the CRADA involve modeling the Lynx in AFRL's Large Amplitude Multi-mode Aerospace Research Simulator (LAMARS), shown in Figure 22 , to get a better handle on flying qualities 16, 17 . 
